Announcing the exciting new exhibit at the Queens Museum of Art, Queens Multiple Visions: Demonstrating the Multiplicity of Relationships Between Queens Art Teachers and Students.

QMA Partnership Gallery
Exhibition: February 9 – 27, 2011

Opening Reception:
Thursday, February 10
6 p.m.
Queens Museum of Art
NYC Building
Flushing Meadows Corona Park
Queens, New York 11368
718.592.9700
www.queensmuseum.org

This exhibit is a juried show of artwork produced by Queens art teachers and their students. In collaboration, Queens College and Queens Museum of Art designed a process for gathering entries, selecting the works to exhibit, preparing the works for display, and professionally preparing the exhibit and an accompanying brochure. The teachers, students and their family members will join us for the opening at 6 pm on February 10, 2011. We hope you might be there to congratulate the artists and their families.

Fran Peterman
Dean Education

Funded by Queens College Foundation and produced by Queens College in collaboration with the Queens Museum of Art Education Department.